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Crime statistics and measurement error

• Police-recorded crimes are used by:
Police forces   → Design and evaluate policing strategies

Policy makers → Design and evaluate crime prevention policies

Academics      → Create theories of crime and deviance
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Crime statistics and measurement error

• Police-recorded crimes are used by:
Police forces   → Design and evaluate policing strategies

Policy makers → Design and evaluate crime prevention policies

Academics      → Create theories of crime and deviance

• However… police statistics are affected by:
Willingness to report crimes to police (varies by sex, age, ethnic group…)

Police control over areas (likelihood to witness crimes)

Counting rules

Police recording practices

Dark 
figure of 

crime





Crime statistics and measurement error

• Mawby (1979) compared police records, surveys and self-reported data in 
Sheffield - no important alterations across data sources
• Bottoms and Wiles (1997): such results must not be overstated and cannot be 

overgeneralised

• Bottoms et al. (1987): similar study in seven areas in Sheffield - police data 
provide valid rates for comparisons across areas with similar housing types 
and within same police jurisdiction

• Goudriaan et al. (2004): cross-national survey data - victims are more likely 
to report crimes in countries where police are perceived to be competent

• Victims from suburban areas are less likely to report crimes to police than 
urban and rural citizens (Hart & Rennison, 2003; Langton et al., 2012)

• Residents from deprived neighbourhoods are less likely to report (Baumer, 
2002; Berg et al., 2013; Goudriaan et al., 2006; Slocum et al., 2010)



Case Study 1:
Does the ‘dark figure of crime’ vary across 

geographic areas?



• CSEW 2011/12 to 2015/16 – Dataset of victims of crime

• ‘Did the police come to know about the matter?’

• Model-based Small Area Estimation





Explaining the dark figure of crime

STEBLUP model of dark figure at local 
authority level

SEBLUP model of dark figure at MSOA 
level



Moreover…
• Since the 1980s, move towards mapping police statistics at micro places…

Schnell et al. (2017)

• … and micro places are defined by socially homogeneous communities, 
while larger scales are more heterogeneous.

• The dark figure of crime may vary widely across micro places.



Case Study 2:
Are crime maps produced at smaller, more socially 
homogeneous spatial scales, at a larger risk of bias 

compared to maps produced at larger, more 
socially heterogeneous scales?



Method: Generating a synthetic population

Simulation steps (4 steps):
1. Simulating a synthetic population from Census 2011

• Download census data aggregated in Output Areas
• Obtain empirical parameters of age, sex, income, education and ethnicity
• Generate synthetic population from empirical parameters in each area

2. Simulating crime victimisation from Crime Survey for England and 
Wales 2011/12
• Estimate Negative Binomial regression models at individual level of (i) violent 

crime, (ii) residence crime, (iii) theft and property crime, and (iv) vehicle 
crime in CSEW
• Same independent variables as in Step 1

• Obtain regression parameter estimates and simulate crime victimisation in 
synthetic population following Negative Binomial regression models 



Simulation steps (4 steps):
3. Simulating whether each crime is known to the police

• Estimate logistic regression models of crimes being known to police (0/1) in CSEW dataset 
of crimes

• Same independent variables as in Step 1 (Census)
• Obtain regression parameter estimates and simulate if each crime (synthetic population) is 

known to police

4. Simulating whether each crime happens in local area or not
• Same steps as Step 3
• Then, remove all simulated crimes that did not take place in local area

Final sample of 359,248 crimes across 1,530 OAs in Manchester

Then, we aggregate these in LSOAs, MSOAs and Wards

Method: Generating a synthetic population



In order to know the difference between crimes known to police 
and all crimes, we calculate the Relative Difference (RD) and 
Relative Bias (RB).

• RD is calculated for every area d in the specified level of geography 
(i.e., Geo={OA,LSOA,MSOA,wards}), as follows:

𝑅𝐷𝑑
𝐺𝑒𝑜 =

𝐸𝑑 − 𝐾𝑑

𝐸𝑑
× 100

where 𝐸𝑑 denotes the count of all crimes in area d and 𝐾𝑑 is the 
count of crimes known to police in the same area.

• RB is computed as follows

𝑅𝐵𝑑
𝐺𝑒𝑜 =

𝐸𝑑

𝐾𝑑
− 1 × 100

Assessing the results



Results

Measures of absolute RD% and absolute RB% between
crimes known to police and all crimes

OA LSOA MSOA Ward

RD%

Mean 62.0 61.9 61.9 61.9

SD 3.5 1.4 0.7 0.6

Min 50.4 57.5 60.7 61.0

Max 76.3 66.5 63.9 62.8

RB%

Mean 165 163 163 163

SD 25.7 9.6 4.8 3.8

Min 101 135 154 156

Max 322 198 177 169



Boxplots of RD% between all crimes and crimes known to police at the
different spatial scales



Maps of RD% between all property crimes and property crimes known
to police at the different spatial scales



Conclusions

• Police-recorded crime statistics are severely affected by measurement 
error

• The ‘dark figure of crime’ varies across geographic areas and is driven 
by the social and demographic characteristics of each place

• Aggregating crimes known to police at very detailed levels of analysis 
increases the risk of inaccurate maps

• Maps of police-recorded crimes produced for neighbourhoods and 
wards (larger scales) show a more accurate image of the geography of 
crime
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Case Study 3:
What is the effect of measurement error in 

crime data on regression models?


